Young Adult Fiction – LGBTQ+ Booklist

- All Out: the No-Longer-Secret Stories Queer Teens Throughout the Ages – various authors
- Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe – Saenz, Benjamin Alire
- Ash – Lo, Malinda
- Autoboyography – Lauren, Christina
- Beyond Clueless – Alsenas, Linas
- Boys Meet Boy – Levithan, David
- Carry On – Rowell, Rainbow
- Cut Both Ways – Mesrobian, Carrie
- Dangerous Art of Blending In – Surmelis, Angelo
- Dreadnought – Daniels, April
- Fan Art – Tregay, Sarah
- Gabi, A Girl in Pieces – Quintero, Isabel
- Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue – Lee, Mackenzi
- Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit – Brown, Jaye Robin
- If I Was Your Girl – Russo, Meredith
- I’ll Give You the Sun – Nelson, Jandy
- Inside of Out – Thorne, Jenn Marie
- It’s Not Like It’s a Secret – Sugiura, Misa
- Leah on the Offbeat – Albertalli, Becky
- Let’s Talk About Love – Kann, Claire
- Luna – Peters, Julie Anne
- Miseducation of Cameron Post – Danforth, Emily
- More Happy Than Not – Silvera, Adam
- Music of What Happens – Konigsberg, Bill
- None of the Above – Gregorio, I.W.
- Of Fire and Stars – Coulthurst, Audrey
- Openly Straight! – Konigsberg, Bill
- Promise Me Something – Kocek, Sara
- Queens of Geek – Wilde, Jen
- Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens – Albertalli, Becky
- Stranger Than Fanfiction – Colfer, Chris
- Symptoms of Being Human – Garvin, Jeff
- Tash Hearts Tolstoy – Ormsbee, Katie
- They Both Die at the End – Silvera, Adam
- Two Boys Kissing – Levithan, David
- Vast Fields of Ordinary – Burd, Nick
- Weird Girl and What’s His Name – Brothers, Meagan
- Will Grayson, Will Grayson – Green, John